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Abstract. The present study aims to propose a robust method to detect the damage
severity and location of the structural elements, focusing on the data type and acquisition
method and promoting the model updating tools. The novelty of this method lies in its
rotational mode shape acquisition that provides valuable information on the damage. In
this method, the damaged elements were indirectly identi ed by detecting the healthy elements and eliminating them from the search space. Moreover, this method could minimize
the modal strain energy di erence between the damaged reference model and the numerical
model using an optimization algorithm. An improved genetic algorithm was then employed
to perform the optimization task. In this study, four numerical and two experimental
damage scenarios were applied to a simply supported beam to examine the performance of
the proposed method. Data acquisition systems were implemented using vision-based and
accelerometer-based methods. The results indicated that this method could accurately
identify the location and severity of damage using only the rst mode shape since the
rotational mode shapes were more sensitive to damage than the vertical mode shapes.
© 2021 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

damages reduce the sti ness of one or more elements.
The damage in elements would change the structural
dynamic properties such as the modal frequencies
and mode shapes. The dependency of the dynamic
properties of structures (i.e., natural frequencies and
mode shapes) on the physical properties (i.e., mass
and sti ness) has led to development of some methods
for health monitoring of the structures. Contaminated
measured data and low sensitivity to damages have
hindered the development of basic/primitive methods [3]. Use of convenient tools for measuring the data
or the presence of signi cant damages can enhance
the performance of these methods [4]. With regard
to the limited performance of the basic/primitive
methods, researchers have developed methods such as
mode shape curvature, Modal Strain Energy (MSE),
model updating, exibility-based methods, etc. that
could provide more accurate information about the
location [5{9].
A number of methods that use output-only data
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Signi cant damages to civil infrastructures caused by
recent natural disasters [1,2] have highlighted the signi cance of timely damage identi cation in structural
systems. Any undesirable change in the material
properties or geometry of the structure is regarded as a
damage. The age of structures, element deterioration,
natural disasters, wrong use, and lack of proper maintenance are the main causes of damages. In case the
damages are not detected, the structure may collapse.
Visual inspections and traditional non-destructive tests
fail to detect the damages hidden in the nonstructural
elements. Therefore, a global method is required to
detect damages at any inaccessible location. Structural
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for damage detection require much information and
a large number of vibration modes, and their performances may be signi cantly attenuated in case of any
reduction in the amount of available information [10].
Based on what was mentioned, Pandey and Biswas
[7] determined the location of damage using a limited
number of modes. Yang and Liu [11] proposed an
algorithm based on a change in the exibility of
matrices that could determine the location and severity
of damages. Li et al. [12] reduced the e ect of highermode elimination by adding the generalized exibility
matrix instead of the global exibility matrix.
In recent years, MSE has been the main focus of a
number of studies on the structural health monitoring.
This parameter, composed of the element sti ness
and mode shapes of structures, is highly sensitive
to the presence of damage in the structure. Shi et
al. [13] proposed a method based on MSE variations
in damaged and healthy elements. In their proposed
method, elements with a signi cant change in MSE
were regarded as potentially damaged elements. The
location and severity of damages were also determined
through a quantifying step. Later, Moradipour et
al. [14] improved this method by reducing numerical
errors.
Homaei et al. [15] proposed a direct damage detection method based on the criterion of mode shapes.
Their method enjoyed several advantages namely simplicity, applicability to a large number of elements,
accuracy of the location of damage, sensitivity to low
damage severity, estimation of the number of required
mode shapes, and low sensitivity to noise-contaminated
data. They investigated the viability of their proposed
method using three beam examples over di erent time
spans.
Yan and Ren [16] proposed a method based
on the sensitivity of the modal exibility that used
multiple modes for damage detection. The merit of
their method was its ability to eliminate the adverse
e ect of truncating higher-order modes. Their proposed
method was evaluated using two beams in the presence
of noise in mode shapes. Yazdanpanah and Seyedpoor
[17] introduced a new damage indicator based on the
mode shape data. The mode shapes as well as their
slope and curvature before and after damage were taken
into account in damage detection. Their method was
veri ed by two beams and multiple mode data. Shahri
and Ghorbani-Tanha [18] considered the ratio of modal
kinetic energy change in their study with low sensitivity
to common noise. Their method was veri ed using a
beam-like structure considering several required modes
and a sensitivity matrix was calculated by the closedform sensitivity of eigenvalues of the structure.
Many metaheuristic algorithms developed to solve
optimization problems can be used for damage detection such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [19], Par-

ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [20], Arti cial Bee
Colony (ABC) algorithm [21], tug of war optimization algorithm [22], Di erential Evolution (DE) algorithm [23], Enhanced Vibrating Particles System
(EVPS) algorithm [24], and Water Evaporation Optimization (WEO) algorithm [25], etc. These algorithms
can search the space for possible answers without
solving equations. The convergence speed, nding
global optimum, accuracy of answers, and type of
objective function determine the most appropriate
tool for damage detection. Gomez and Silvia [19]
investigated two damage detection methods including
a frequency sensitivity-based method and GA. They
compared these methods and achieved similar results.
Some rst frequencies were required in their method to
evaluate the damage location and severity.
Nobahari and Seyedpoor [26] proposed a GA
modi ed by two new operators which could increase
the speed of convergence. The objective function
of their proposed algorithm was based on correlation
which required several rst frequencies. Seyedpoor [20]
proposed a two-stage method to identify the location
and severity of damages. At the rst stage, the
location of damaged elements was identi ed by the
MSE-based index. Then, the severity of damages was
determined by PSO at the second stage. Xu et al. [21]
presented a method based on a chaotic ABC. Their
proposed method had some advantages such as ease of
implementation and good robustness. To overcome the
shortcoming of this method, i.e., the slow convergence
rate, they utilized the tournament selection mechanism
instead of the roulette mechanism. Furthermore,
they introduced a chaotic search mechanism. The
objective function of this method used the residuals of
natural frequencies and modal assurance criteria, which
required multiple-mode data. Seyedpoor et al. [23] used
an improved DE algorithm as a tool for detecting location and severity of damage. The objective function
of their method was de ned in terms of changes in
natural frequency. Their proposed model was veri ed
by an experimental model and two numerical examples
with the consideration of measurement noise. Toloue
et al. [27] used the damage load vectors computed
by variations in intact and faulty exibility matrices
for damage detection of a frame. In this method,
acceleration responses were taken into account to derive
the exibility matrix.
Kaveh et al. [24] employed the EVPS optimization algorithm to detect damages in truss structures
and compared the results of this method with those
obtained from the vibrating particles system algorithm. According to this algorithm, each response
is assumed to be a single-degree-of-freedom system
with viscous damping approaching its equilibrium
point. The authors employed the modal shape and
frequency information to de ne the objective function
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and evaluated this method for four truss structures
based on the information of the rst few modes. In
order to reduce the computational e orts during the
optimization procedure, Kaveh et al. [25] proposed a
two-phased method. In the rst phase, the structural
frequencies are calculated; in case the frequencies are
equal, the algorithm moves on to the second phase and
determines the modal shapes. As a result, the number
of cases under study would decrease. They applied this
idea to the accelerated WEO algorithm and identi ed
the damages to the beam, frame, and three-dimensional
structures.
To establish an accurate nite element model,
Liang et al. [28] proposed a model updating method
by combining the cross-model and cross-mode. They
employed natural frequencies to update the model
owing to their ease of measurement, high precision,
and insensitivity to noise. They veri ed the proposed
algorithm using a numerical model and two actual
shear structures. Khatir et al. [29] proposed a twostage approach to damage detection. At the rst
stage, the potential damaged elements were identi ed
by the local frequency change ratio indicator. To
detect damage severities, the teaching-learning-based
optimization algorithm was utilized at the second
stage. They compared their method with PSO and
bat algorithm. Mishra et al. [30] used an ant lion
algorithm, a population-based search algorithm, with
fewer parameters than other meta-heuristic algorithms
for structural damage detection. The objective function of their method used multiple vibration data such
as some rst mode shapes and natural frequencies. Krishnanunni et al. [31] studied how natural frequencies
and static displacements could change in case of the
occurrence of the structural damage. They employed
the cuckoo search algorithm that used vibration data
and static displacement measurements for damage
detection. Their method was evaluated using cantilever
and xed both ends of the beams, which required some
mode data to meet its objective function.
Inclinometers, or rotation sensors, which are
widely used in industries such as automotive,
aerospace, and electronics, are designed to measure
angular rotation. These sensors are designed based
on the pendulum behavior caused by gravity. The
pendulums used in inclinometers are categorized into
three types, i.e., solid masses, liquids, and gases, which
can be measured in a variety of ways. Over the past
years, the performance and accuracy of inclinometers
have considerably improved, making them suitable for
damage detection applications. The sampling rate of
the inclinometers decreases with an increase in the
measurement accuracy. However, the application of the
proposed method to collect rotational data is part of
the novel methodology presented in this study which
examines whether it can be used for damage iden-
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ti cation. Although the application of inclinometers
or rotational responses to understanding the behavior
of the structure has proved to be e ective, limited
studies have been conducted on the direct measurement
of rotation to identify the damage [32{35], mainly
due to the limitations of sensor technology such as
lack of commercially accurate sensors and sampling
limitations.
Alten et al. [32] employed acceleration data to
detect the damage with emphasis on frequency changes.
They also investigated the e ect of damage on the
rotation increase. In another study, they examined
the sensitivity of the rotation to the damage in bridge
through numerical and experimental analyses. They
proposed a damage detection method based on the
deformation area di erence, which could detect damage
through an area di erence in the rotation diagrams of
healthy and damaged structures under static loading.
Huseynov et al. [35] evaluated the behavior of a simply
supported beam numerically and experimentally using
the direct measurement of rotation in healthy and damaged structures (di erence in rotation in uence lines).
They employed the di erence in rotation in uence lines
as a criterion for damage identi cation. In their study,
the e ect of rotation sensitivity to damage as well
as the position of sensors to sensor sensitivity were
studied. The mentioned authors used a high-grade
uniaxial accelerometer to measure the rotation. They
showed that the use of modal data alone for damage
detection in their model was not entirely successful, and
that use of strain gauge sensors could partially detect
the damage in case the strain gauges were installed near
the damage location. However, the results of measuring
the rotation showed the damage in all studied scenarios.
In a similar study, Hester et al. [34] directly measured
the rotation in a simple beam. First, they examined the
sensitivity of the rotation as a damage index through a
numerical study. This method was then experimentally
studied on a simple beam. Finally, their proposed
method was evaluated on a bridge with a simply
supported span of 20 meters. Acceptable results were
obtained from damage assessment.
Several studies have contributed to the introduction of damage detection methods. Among them, the
method that can precisely determine the damage severity of elements with a minimum scope of information
is the best one. The main objective of this study is to
accurately localize the damaged elements and quantify
their severities using only the rst vibration mode
shape. Despite the bene ts of rotation measurement
in terms of damage identi cation, limited studies have
been conducted on the direct measurement of this
parameter. In the present study, modal information
was extracted through the displacement and rotation
signals acquired by the vision-based method and accelerometers. Behind this method lies some novel
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ideas such as extraction of rotational mode shapes
and indirect damage detection that nally lead to the
establishment of a robust damage detection method
capable of accurately nding damage severities using
only the rst vibration mode shape without noise and
obtaining acceptable results using noise-contaminated
data. At the updating stage of GA, the experiences
concerning the destruction of actual structures such as
damage occurrence in the limited number of elements
were included to increase the convergence speed and
identi cation accuracy. In general, this method found a
solution to decreasing the number of required vibration
modes.

2. Theoretical background
Modal characteristics of the undamped linear systems
are described by the following equation (the eigenvalue
equations):
[K ] fi g = i [M ] fi g ;

(1)

where [K ] and [M ] are the ND  ND global sti ness and
mass matrices, respectively; ND indicates the number
of Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) of the system; i and
fi g are the natural frequency and the ith vibration
mode shape of the system, respectively. While each
node in the two-dimensional model has three DOFs
including two transitional and one rotational DOFs,
each node in the three-dimensional model has six DOFs
including three transitional and three rotational DOFs.
Mode shape or natural vibration shape indicates how
the points de ned in the structure or the DOFs of
the structure would change when vibrating at the
natural frequency of the structure. In fact, the natural
frequencies and mode shapes show how a structure
vibrates under dynamic loads. Although the structural
response is a function of the input excitation, it is
essentially composed of a set of mode shapes with
di erent participation factors. This is the reason why
extracting the mode shape of the structure is independent of the type and intensity of the excitation. In
case of damage occurrence in the structures caused by
overloading, fatigue, etc., the dynamic characteristics
would consequently change due to their dependence on
physical characteristics, as shown in Eq. (1). On the
contrary, structural damages often reduce the sti ness
of one or more elements throughout the system and
rarely decrease the mass of the structure. Therefore,
mass changes were ignored in this study.
The vibration equation of the damaged system is
de ned as follows:




[K ]d di = di [M ] di ;
where superscript \d" denotes the damaged state.

(2)

The global sti ness of the system is obtained from
the total elements of the system, as shown in the
following:
[K ] =

NE
X
j =1

[K ]j ;

(3)

where [K ]j is the ND  ND sti ness matrix of the j th
element in the global sti ness, and NE is the total
number of elements used in forming global structure
matrices. Therefore, the e ect of damaged elements
in the global sti ness matrix is de ned through the
following equation:
[K ]d = [K ] +

NE
X
j =1

 [K ]j = [K ] +

NE
X
j =1

j [K ]j ;

(4)

where  [K ]j is the di erence in the sti ness in both
healthy and damaged states and j is the sti ness
reduction coecient of the j th element. Since the
element sti ness in the damage state is lower than
the healthy state, the sti ness reduction coecient is
considered as 1 < j  0.

2.1. Calculating MSE of elements

MSE, measured by mode shapes and sti ness, is an
entirely sensible parameter for damage detection. The
MSE values for the ith mode of vibration and the
j th element in healthy and damaged states are de ned
through the following equations [9]:
1
f gT [K ]j fi g ;
(5)
2 i

1 T
MSEijd = di [K ]dj di :
(6)
2
Due to the unknown damage severity at rst, the sti ness estimated by the proposed algorithm is considered
for calculating the MSE of the damaged state.
The MSE of the entire structure obtained from
the MSE of the whole elements for the ith mode of
vibration is de ned as follows [20]:
MSEij =

MSEi =

NE
X
j =1

MSEij :

(7)

3. Optimization algorithm
The GA that contains some processes such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation is nature driven. This
algorithm is such a powerful optimization tool that
searches the problem space randomly and purposefully.
After every step, GA nds even better answers. In case
the populations obtained from the reproduction process
produce inappropriate answers related to the previous
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step, the former populations will be used for the next
step. Therefore, this algorithm always moves towards
the target [36]. One of the most signi cant advantages
of the GA is the parallel search, which empowers it to
solve huge and nonlinear problems even if the problems
have a local optimum. Therefore, for damage detection problems that comprise numerous variables with
nonlinear behavior, the GA is an appropriate choice.
Although probabilistic selection rules are used in the
GA, the possibility of importing probable answers still
exists, thus increasing the convergence speed.

3.1. Determination of damage severity by
Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

The IGA was used for damage detection purposes in
this study. Since the sti ness reduction coecient of
elements has already been introduced already, j is
de ned as an output parameter of IGA. Upon achieving
the j coecients, the damaged elastic modulus of
elements is determined through the following equation:
Ejd = (1 +

j )Ej ;

(8)

where Ejd and Ej are the elastic moduli of the j th
element in the healthy and damaged states. In order
to improve GA, it must be coded using MATLAB or
other programming software. Based on the type of
coding in this algorithm and the range of variables
presented in Table 1, the chromosomes are generated
by 0 and 1. The number of chromosomes is equal to
the number of population in each generation. Each
chromosome contains the elastic modulus information
of all elements, which should be transferred to base 10
to obtain real values that are the same as the sti ness
reduction coecients. These coecients are converted
to the elastic modulus of the updated model through
Eq. (8). The obtained elastic modulus is assigned
to the elements to calculate the sti ness of elements.
It is necessary to calculate the MSE of the updated
model through Eq. (9) in order to achieve the objective
function.
o
n
1 n pd oT
MSEijpd =
;
(9)
[K ]j pd
i
i
2

where superscript \pd " denotes the potential damage.
After calculating the MSE of the updated model via
IGA, MSE changes of the j th element in each mode
(any desired mode) are calculated using the following
equation:
MSEij = MSEijd

MSEijpd ;

The range of variables
Mutation rate
Coding
Selection
Crossover

(10)

where subscript i is the number of desired modes.
In case the sti ness reduction coecients are
accurately estimated by the IGA, the value of MSE difference will be zero. Therefore, the objective of the IGA
is to minimize the sum of MSE changes of all elements
in any desired mode. Since the rst mode of structures
can usually be obtained more easily than others, this
method employed it at all steps. The chromosomes that
reduce the objective function are ranked as the more
compatible ones with a greater chance for reproduction.
The mutation operator changes binary numbers; hence,
the IGA is not trapped in a local optimum.
After entering the best chromosome of the last
generation to those obtained from reproduction and
mutation steps based on the elitism concept, the newgeneration chromosomes are used for tness determination.
According to Figure 1, GA is the optimization
algorithm that minimizes the de ned objective function
to estimate the damage coecients. However, in
order to reduce the optimization time and increase the
accuracy of results, several changes have been made in
the usual process of this algorithm; this is the reason
why this algorithm is called IGA. These changes are as
follows:
1. Although, in reality, the exact number of damaged elements in structures is unknown, it can be
claimed based on the experience that the number
of damaged elements is smaller than the total
number of structural elements. This assumption can signi cantly improve the performance of
optimization algorithms in damage identi cation
problems. Furthermore, since identi cation of the
damage coecients of structural elements begins

Table 1. The Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) parameters.
The population of generations
Maximum number of generations
The number of variables
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10
100
15 for Ex 1
16 for Ex 2, 4 for Ex 3
[ 1; 0]
0.02
Binary
Roulette wheel
Uniform crossover binary
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Figure 1. Determining the severity of damages in the structural elements using Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA).
randomly, it is likely that the estimated damage
coecients at the rst step are very similar to/very
di erent from the actual values. This can a ect the
time required for achieving the accurate damage
coecients. Based on these remarks, one of the
chromosomes at the rst step is created when all
the damage coecients are equal to zero. In
other words, one of the members of the produced
population creates a structure whose elements are
all healthy. With this change, healthy elements are
identi ed quickly and the a ected elements in the
search process become the focus;
2. One of the challenges of optimization algorithms is
the large number of variables. With the changes
made at the previous step, the algorithm detects
some of the healthy elements (according to experiences, not only the healthy elements but also
the elements with no damaged element in their
vicinity are quickly identi ed as healthy elements).
By identifying these elements with no improvement
made to the results in a few steps, the program
removes healthy elements from the search space;
3. To start and resume the search task, one of the
chromosomes that enters the initial population is
chosen as the best chromosome identi ed from the

previous search process with a larger number of
variables;
4. In this algorithm, the threshold for determining
healthy and damaged elements is determined as
1%. This issue can be discussed from two di erent perspectives: (I) damage detection and (II)
improvement of the optimization algorithm performance. According to the rst view, all damage detection methods and techniques have false
alarms, which can have di erent values depending
on the accuracy of the method. False alarm or false
positive refers to identifying a healthy element as
a damaged element. This occurs for the elements
that are in the vicinity of damaged elements. The
ideal objective of damage detection techniques is
to detect the location and severity of damages
at the early stages of its formation. However,
the already available damage detection methods
have not achieved this objective yet due to some
limitations like noises, measurement issues, sensor
limitations, and physical behavior of the structure
depending on di erent parameters. In this method,
this error is kept at 1% in the analytical model.
This view inspires the second view. From this
point of view, the identi ed damages below 1%
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are not reliable. In fact, this value can be called
the response reliability limit. Therefore, instead
of applying the optimization algorithm to these
elements, they are identi ed as healthy and thus,
are omitted from the search process.
This process is repeated until the objective function is reduced to a speci c value or a certain number
of iterations. After removing the healthy elements, the
convergence speed and detection accuracy increase in
the next iteration of IGA as a result of reducing IGA
variables. In fact, following the convergence of the
IGA and removal of the healthy elements, the IGA
searches the new search space in the next iteration.
These iterations continue until the objective function
reaches zero. The characteristics and parameter values
of the IGA are presented in Table 1.
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Table 2. Damage scenarios of the simply supported
beam.

Damage scenario

Damaged
element(s)

Damage
severity

DS1

Single damage

No. 6

10%

DS2

Double damage

No. 4
No. 6

10%
15%

DS3

Triple damage

No. 4
No. 6
No. 11

10%
15%
20%

DS4

Multiple damage

No. 4, No. 6
No. 8, No. 11
No. 12

10%
15%
20%

4. Numerical simulations
A numerical simulation was employed in this study
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
This example includes a simply supported beam [18]
with 15 similar elements, 16 nodes, and 30 DOFs,
as shown in Figure 2. Increasing the number of
divided elements facilitates accurate detection of damages; however, more sensors are still required for the
derivation of mode shapes.
The simulated beam is considered as a concrete
beam where E = 28 GPA and  = 2500 kg/m3 .

4.1. Investigation of the proposed method
without noise

In this study, damages were simulated by reducing the
elasticity modulus. As shown in Table 2, di erent
damage scenarios and damage severities were employed
to examine the proposed method. A parametric study
was carried out in order to investigate the convergence
process for DS2 pattern in the simply supported beam.
Di erent possible states of 4 and 6 parameters were
studied with the accuracy of 1%. As shown in Figure 3,
the IGA converged into the exact values only after
few generations, and in case the elements suspected
of damages were known, 900 analyses were required to
nd accurate answers.
The convergence process of the objective function
of the numerical example is shown in Figure 4 that
contains two curves: \maximum population tness"
and \mean population tness".
The \maximum population tness" curve indicates the performance of the best chromosome in each

Figure 2. A simply supported beam with 15 elements.

Figure 3. Parametric study of the sti ness reduction
coecient in DS2 pattern.

generation. As shown in these gures, in case the
children chromosomes do not have better compatibility
than the parent chromosomes, the curve becomes horizontal. This curve continues horizontally up until the
improvement of one children chromosome compared
with parent chromosomes. The best chromosome of
each generation is directly transmitted to the next
generation based on the elitism concept used in this
algorithm. This idea prevents the distraction of
improper children from the optimization path. The
\mean population tness" curve indicates the average
compatibility of each generation determined based on
the objective function. The elite chromosome transmitted from the prior generation is more likely to be
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Figure 4. Convergence process of the simply supported beam: (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3, and (d) DS4.
selected for reproduction than other chromosomes, and
it can create children chromosomes with a high shared
similarity with the parent chromosomes. The tness
values shown in this graph follow a descending trend.
According to Figure 4, all elements are added to
the IGA for damage detection as inputs. Following a
temporary convergence, the algorithm recognizes that
the objective function is enhanced upon reducing the
damage coecients of some elements. Therefore, zero
values are assigned to these elements and are removed
from the problem space. This process decreases the
number of variables and increases the accuracy of
damage estimations. This cycle is repeated as long
as the objective function reaches zero. Finally, the
IGA determines the damage severity of elements with
the highest accuracy. Since the process of damage
detection starts randomly, it can challenge the time
of achieving accurate damage coecients; in other
words, there is a possibility for the estimated damage
coecients at the rst step to be similar to/di erent
from the actual values. As shown in Figure 4, DS1 and
DS2 patterns converge to optimal values after three
iterations of IGA and elimination of healthy elements
when DS3 and DS4 minimize the objective functions
through 2 and 4 iterations, respectively.

However, it should be noted that the complexity
of the examined structure or sophisticated damage
scenario can a ect the number of IGA iterations in
nding a de nite answer; therefore, the IGA removes
fewer elements from the search space in each iteration
and the search space enlarges at a lower speed; yet, it
does not have any in uence on the accuracy of damage
detections.
Element damage severities of the simply supported beam are shown in Figure 5. According to
this gure, in case there is no noise in the mode shape
data, the damage severity is accurately calculated by
only one mode (the rst mode) with no errors after a
few steps. In addition, some healthy elements in this
gure are detected as slightly damaged elements at the
rst step of IGA implementation. Furthermore, the
estimated damage coecients of the damaged elements
are subject to slight error. Through elimination of the
number of healthy elements detected at the previous
step, the damage coecients of the remaining elements
are identi ed with higher accuracy. As shown in
Figure 5, some elements, slightly damaged with small
damage coecients at the early steps, are identi ed as
the healthy elements and eliminated from the problem
space at the next steps. Although some elements are
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Figure 5. Damage severity of the simply supported beam in (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3, and (d) DS4.
detected to be damaged at the early steps, their exact
values can be reached.

4.2. Investigation of the proposed method with
noise

In the estimation process of the information related
to the damaged structures, complete noise elimination
is impossible. In fact, the presence of noise in the
obtained information from sensors causes a deviation
from the exact values of damage severity. In this
section, the sensitivity of the proposed method to the
presence of noise in the data is investigated. In order to
simulate the e ect of noise, the mode shape data with
di erent noise levels of 0.05%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and
5% are contaminated. The noise-contaminated mode
shapes are obtained through the following equation:
 ir = ir (1 + r  jmax;i j);
(11)
where  ir and ir are the ith mode shape components
of rth DOF with and without noise, respectively; and

r is a Gaussian random number with the mean and
variance of zero and one, respectively; further,  is
the noise level and jmax;i j is the ith largest mode
shape component without noise. The Coecient of
Variance (COV) is used here as a tool for investigating

the damage estimation accuracy through the following
equation:

(12)
COV = ;

where  and  are the standard deviation and average
of the damaged coecients, respectively, estimated by
IGA through 1000 tests. In Figure 6, the average
damage coecients in di erent scenarios for the simply
supported beam are shown in the presence of 1% noise
in mode shapes. As shown in this gure, damages in
healthy elements are approximately 1%. Since the IGA
which is based on mode shapes and is polluted by noises
minimizes the objective function, these detections are
not indicative of its poor performance. In other words,
the IGA takes into account the mode shape variations
because of the similarity between the noises to the
damages.
Figure 7 shows the COV at di erent noise levels
and in damaged scenarios. The results indicated that
IGA could appropriately identify damage severities up
to 1% noise level.
Given that the objective function of this algorithm is calculated using Eq. (13), which is directly
a ected by vibration mode shapes, the performance of
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Figure 6. Damage averages of simply supported beam elements in (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3, and (d) DS4 (with 1%
noise).

the IGA will decrease upon increasing noise levels.

1 T
1 n pd oT
MSEij = di [K ]j di

2
2 i
n

o

[K ]j pd
i :

(13)

In case of employing pure data, the proposed method
can exactly identify damage severities. Therefore, by
replacing the objective functions that are not a ected
by the noise, the performance of IGA can be improved
in the absence/presence of noise and only through the
rst mode.

5. Experimental validation
An experimental setup was studied to investigate
whether the application of rational DOFs could a ect

the proposed method and to help identify the location
and severity of damages through only one mode. The
speci c objective of this example was to identify the
damage location and severity using only one mode.
In order to validate the performance of the proposed
method, a simply supported steel beam including 16
segments of 7.5 cm was investigated. The mechanical
and geometrical properties of the beam are listed in
Table 3. Since the mass of each acceleration sensor,
the wire connected to it, and Plexiglass piece on which
the sensor was placed were about 30 grams, moving
the sensors did not change the mass distribution and
thus, equivalent added masses were used in other places
with no such sensors. As shown in Table 3, the density
of the beam was considered to be higher than that of
the current steel elements mainly because the element
markers and accelerometers used for data acquisition

Table 3. Properties of the simply supported beam.
Young's modulus Density Length Width Thickness
(N/m2 )
(kg/m3 ) (mm) (mm)
(mm)
2  1011

11266

1200

83

3
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Figure 7. Coecients of variance for the simply supported beam in (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3, and (d) DS4.

Figure 8. Experimental modeling of supports: (a) The joint support and (b) the roller support.
as well as the added masses were more signi cant than
the beam. Therefore, the mass of these attachments
was distributed across the total length of the beam.
The hinge and roller supports were constructed similar
to theoretical examples, as shown in Figure 8.
The overall view of the beam and measuring
instruments including accelerometers, markers, and
computer system equipped with data logger and camera are shown in Figure 9. For this model, two di erent
damage scenarios were considered. The rst scenario
includes a 30% sti ness reduction in the 6th element.

In the second scenario, in addition to the element
number 6, a 20% sti ness reduction was also considered
for the 13th element. The transverse cuts were exerted
to the desired locations while the measurable damages
continued throughout the distance between the two
markers. Given that one of the assumptions of this
method, before and after the damage, was that the
mass was constant, the cut pieces were again stuck to
the beam so that the mass would remain unchanged
without increasing the sti ness. Figure 10 shows how
the damages are incurred against the predetermined
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Figure 9. (a) The overall view of the beam and division of the lming range. (b) Computer system with data logger. (c)
Video camera.

Figure 10. Details of the damaged elements: (a) Element 6 and (b) element 13.
elements based on Scenarios 1 and 2. Of note, the
damage severity of elements was equal to the ratio
of the moment of inertia of the reduced and intact
sections. Since the constructed beam has no o plane motion, it can be referred to as a 2D model.
On the contrary, because the horizontal sti ness of
the beam was higher than the vertical and rotational
sti ness, these DOFs were ignored in the numerical
model updating. The data required for this method
contain the rst mode shape and frequency, and there
are di erent methods for extracting this information
from the structural response. For this reason, a static
load was applied to the middle of the beam and then, it
was suddenly removed to create free vibrations. In this
study, the displacement and acceleration responses in

both vertical and rotational directions were obtained
at de ned points under free vibration using a visionbased method and uniaxial accelerometer sensors, respectively. These responses were then used to obtain
the vertical and rotational mode shapes via Fourier
analysis. The output of these two methods would be
both rst-mode frequency and rst-mode shape vector
containing the mode shapes of both rotational and
vertical DOFs.

5.1. Vision-based method for data acquisition

The mechanism of measuring the movement in the
vision-based method involves installing cameras on a
tripod, setting tracking targets, using template matching algorithm, and converting the coordinates. For
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Figure 11. Detecting the center of the circles.
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Figure 14. Vibration of the beam and the targets
installed on it.

Figure 12. Vertical pixel displacement of point 9.

As discussed in the previous section, the vertical
and rotational mode shapes were obtained to detect
damages using only one mode. The most signi cant
factor that ensures the success of this process is the
information used as the inputs such as rotational mode
shapes. Figure 14 shows how the targets move during
the vibration. If a rigid connection is made between
the marker and the beam, no relative rotation will
occur and the rotation of the marker will be equal to
that of the beam at that location. Based on Eq. (14),
by tracking the relative horizontal displacement in
markers, the rotation of the beam can be obtained
wherever the marker is located.
t = ArcSin

Figure 13. Vertical displacement of point 9.
this purpose, a camera capable of recording video in
240 frames per second was used. To increase the
resolution of the images, lming was done at four
stages from di erent parts of the beam, as shown in
Figure 9(a). Black circles on a white background were
used as the targets. These targets were stuck on a
rigid and negligible mass element called marker with
Plexiglass material. By detecting the center of the
circles in each frame, the movement signal was obtained
based on the position of the image pixels. In order to
achieve physical and real displacement, a relationship
was established between pixel coordinates and real
coordinates. The steps are illustrated in Figures 11
to 13. As shown in Figure 13, the recorded noise is
approximately 2:2  10 5 m, which can be decreased or
increased by changing the distance between the camera
and the target.



x1t

L

x2t




1
2
' xt L xt ; (14)

where t is the time history of rotation; x1t and x2t
are the time histories of horizontal displacement of the
targets; and L is the distance from the center of two
circles.
A comparison of the mode shapes obtained from
the experimental signals and numerical modeling indicated some slight discrepancies caused by scaling each
part of the mode shapes or local imperfections in the
beam. To reduce the e ect of the scaling errors, the
mode shapes were obtained using the same method
and reference scale in all scenarios. These di erences
were then added to the experimental mode shapes in
all scenarios as bias values.
The rst mode shape of the damaged beam
acquired by the experimental data is presented in
Figures 15 and 16. A comparison of the rotational
mode shapes of both healthy and damaged beams
in Figure 15(b) revealed that the rotational mode
shape of the damaged beam passed exactly between
points 6 and 7, represented as element 6, through the
rotational mode shape of the healthy beam. According
to Figure 16(b), the rotational mode shape of the
damaged beam passed through that of the healthy
beam in elements 6 and 13. In this respect, it can
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Figure 15. First mode shape (Scenario 1): (a) Vertical mode shape and (b) rotational mode shape.

Figure 16. First mode shape (Scenario 2): (a) Vertical mode shape and (b) rotational mode shape.

Figure 17. First rotational mode shape: (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.
be concluded that the intersection of two lines in the
rotational mode shape pointed to the location of the
damage. According to Figure 17, a comparison of the
rotational mode shapes obtained from the numerical
results con rmed this nding.
Comparison of the vertical mode shapes in both

scenarios failed to provide any speci c information
about the damaged elements. This is the reason why
many researchers prefer using higher modes up until
identi cation of the damaged elements.
Some researchers have employed the rst derivative of the transition mode to identify damages [37]. As
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to the numerical example in the previous section, the
presence of noise in the data could signi cantly reduce
the quality of the obtained modal information, thus decreasing the number of the identi ed healthy elements.
However, as already mentioned in the comparison
results of rotational mode shapes, despite the reduced
quality of modal information, the location and severity
of damages can be obtained with acceptable accuracy
for both scenarios. In order to increase the reliability
of the results of the identi ed damage, the average
damage severities in both scenarios were determined,
depicted by dashed line in Figure 19. In this gure,
the damage severities below this line can be considered
as unreliable results. It can be concluded that this
method failed to determine the initial small damages.

Figure 18. The rst derivative of the vertical model
shape based on experimental results.

shown in Figure 18, the derivative of the experimental
vertical mode shape of the healthy and damaged structures (Scenario 1) was employed to prove that the rotational mode shape obtained using the proposed method
could provide more complete and accurate information
about the damage. In this gure, the rotational mode
shapes intersect at the 5th element, indicating that the
5th element is mistakenly identi ed as the damaged
element. This is the reason why direct methods should
be utilized to extract rotational mode shapes instead of
indirect methods such as calculating the derivative of
the translational mode shapes. Figure 18 illustrates the
derivation of the curve t to the vertical mode shape.
In Figure 19, the damage severities of elements
are shown in di erent steps. In Scenario 1, after three
steps, respectively 9, 1, and 1 element(s) was/were
identi ed as healthy; however, the damage can be
observed for all the elements in Scenario 2. Compared

5.2. Accelerometer installation method for
data acquisition

Due to the limited number of accelerometers, eight sensors have been used including three and ve sensors for
vertical and rotational data acquisition, respectively.
To measure the vertical DOFs, the sensors must be
attached to the beam such that no relative acceleration
is created between the sensors and the beam. The
rotational DOFs were also obtained by recording the
horizontal acceleration at a certain level of the beam.
To this end, acceleration sensors were placed on Plexiglass pieces and then, rmly connected to the beam.
However, these accelerometers record the acceleration
in line with their horizontal axis, which is not exactly
the same as the horizontal acceleration above the
pieces because the horizontal axis of the accelerometers
rotates when the beam vibrates. Given that the
rotation is quite small, the recorded acceleration can be
considered almost equal to the horizontal acceleration
of the top of pieces. In addition, the weight of the
sensors can create an inertial force which can cause
errors in the rotational acceleration. Another issue that
causes errors in data acquisition with accelerometers

Figure 19. Identi cation of damage severities on di erent steps: (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.
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Figure 20. First rotational mode shape: (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.

Figure 21. Identi cation of damage severities in di erent steps: (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.
is the reduced sensitivity of the sensors over time.
Each accelerometer has a speci c capacity that when
accelerated more than its capacity, damages would
occur. For this reason, the manual calibration method
was employed because the calibration coecients in the
sensor catalog were not as sensitive as before. The
rotational acceleration of each point of the beam can
be calculated through Eq. (15):

 

xt
xt
t = ArcSin
'
;
(15)
L
L
where xt denotes the time history of horizontal
acceleration axis of the accelerometer and L is the
height of Plexiglass piece.
The rst rotational mode shapes of the damaged
beam are shown in Figure 20. Here, similar to the
results obtained from the vision-based method, the
rotational mode shapes of the healthy and damaged
beams passed over each other in the location of the cut
element.
Since only a part of the distance between these
two sensors was cut, it would be impossible to determine the exact damage in each element. As a rough

approximation, the moment of inertia for the damaged
element can be calculated by the weighted arithmetic
mean of the moment of inertia. This approximation is
only valid until high-severity damage does not occur at
a limited length. In case this assumption is accepted,
the reduced sti ness rates in elements 2 and 4 are
7.5% and 5%. The estimated damage severities are
shown in Figure 21. As shown in this gure, the
extent of the estimated damage is close to that of the
calculated values; hence, the accuracy of the results can
be ensured.

6. Conclusion
In this study, a new approach was proposed in which
the least amount of information on vibration mode
shapes, i.e., only the rst mode, was required for
damage detection. To this end, rotational mode shapes
containing remarkable information about the location
and severity of the damage were employed. This
information was obtained using simple data-acquisition
methods such as placing accelerometers and visionbased methods as well as geometrical formulations.
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After extracting the rst mode using the proposed
method, damage coecients were obtained by eliminating the healthy elements indirectly. This type of
attitude in obtaining the damage coecients would
form a robust algorithm.
Numerical and experimental studies on a simply
supported beam were carried out. The feasibility and
reliability of this method were studied using the rst
mode shape. The results of the numerical example
showed that the proposed algorithm could exactly detect damage severity without noise, only using the rst
mode information. Furthermore, several simulations
were performed to investigate the performance of the
proposed method in the presence of noise. In order to
simulate the e ect of noise, the mode shape data were
contaminated at di erent noise levels (0.5%, 1%, 2%,
3%, 4%, and 5%). The results demonstrated that this
method had acceptable performance in determining
damage severities for the noise levels up to 1%. Experimental results demonstrated that damage location and
severity estimation could be successfully detected using
only the rst mode of vibration in an acceptable range
and despite the presence/absence of modal information
at both ends of the cut beam. In summary, the results
showed that the rotational Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs)
played a key role in detecting the location and severity
of damages.
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